IN WHICH BOOK QUESTIONS

1. In which book does a character put salt in their coffee?
   Answer: Partly Cloudy by Tanita S. Davis

2. In which book does a character doodle pictures of a pig?
   Answer: Wink by Rob Harrell

3. In which book does an old man illustrate the cover of a book named the The Final Problem?
   Answer: Powerless by Matthew Cody

4. In which book does a character have a sibling named Amal?
   Answer: Other Words for Home by Jasmine Warga

5. In which book does a character have 217 pets living in her New York City apartment with her?
   Answer: Katie the Catsitter by Colleen AF Venable and Stephanie Yue

6. In which book do characters have to attend Sunday school on Saturdays?
   Answer: Yusuf Azeem Is Not a Hero by Saadia Faruqi

7. In which book does a student do after school math tutoring?
   Answer: Invisible by Christina Diaz Gonzalez and Gabriela Epstein

CONTENT QUESTIONS

1. In The Girl and the Ghost, what movie series does Jing like?
   Answer: Star Wars

2. In Focused, what does Red give Clea for the fundraiser?
   Answer: His jersey
3. In *The Boys In The Back Row*, what does Eric do in the comic book store to avoid talking with Sean?
   
   Answer: Set an alarm on his phone

4. TWO PARTS: In *The Hobbit*, what two objects does Gandalf give to Thorin?
   
   Answer: The Map to the Lonely Mountain and the key to enter the mountain

5. TWO PARTS: In *A High Five For Glenn Burke*, what show did Ms. Washington want to star in but couldn't and why?
   
   Answer: She missed *Bye Bye Birdie* because of an out-of-town wedding and would've missed half the performances (pg 88)

6. In *The Blackbird Girls*, who gets separated from their mother due to high levels of radiation poisoning?
   
   Answer: Oksana

7. In *The Benefits of Being an Octopus*, what food does Zoey often steal from the store to bribe her siblings with?
   
   Answer: Easy Cheese (pg 5)

8. In *Barefoot Dreams of Petra Luna*, what is the name of the baby that dies in the train explosion?
   
   Answer: Chencha or Inocencia (page 179)